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CHAPTERXIL
RESEARCJI AIm mBPECTIOB', AlIEBlCAlI' EXPEDmOB'AB.Y
FORCES.

When the first contingents of the American Expeditionary Forces
arrived in France in the spring of 1917 they wer& brought face to
face with the. reality that modern warfare is above all an engineerin~ operation in which every branch of scientific research must be
utilized to bring about the defeat of the enemy. In no branch of
the service is up-to-date technical knowledge more necessary than
in the Signal Corps. American troops found themselves ffilhting
an enemy whose organized and whose technical units had aaapted
to Army si~aling the latest products of science. To combat the
enemy's achievements our Signal Corps had only a limited equipment, which, though suited for operatlOns such as might ordinarily
be contemplated by the United States was not adapted to the conditions prevalent in the European War.
On the arrival in France of Gen. (then Col.) Edgar Russel, chief
signal officer of the American Expeditionary Forces, he determined
that these problems could best be handled by the creafion of a new
unit in the Signal Corps of the Expeditionary Forces. This unit
was described as the division of research and mspection for Si~al
Corps supplies and material, and its organizatlOn and functIOns
were based on that of similar units in the British Army, no organization of this kind ever having existed in the American Army.
The plans for this division were first outlined in Col. Russel's
letter of June 20, 1917, to the commander in chie!J American Expeditionary Forces, for transmission to the Chief ~ignal Officer of
the Army, Washington.
The functions of ~e division as original!! laid out were but
slightly modified previous to the armistice. They were broadly as
follows:
(a) The gathering of information on all signa.ling apparatus,
allied as well as enemy.
(b) The dissemination of this information through channels among
. the Signal Corps units.
(c) The application to existing and proposed Signal Corps practice of devices which had already been tested out by the various
armies and found satisfactory.
(d) Research along original lines and development of new ap.
paratus.
(e) The inspection of all Signal Corps apparatus arriving from
the United States or purchased in Euro~ to insure its reaching
the combatant troops in· serviceable conditIon.
(I) Constructive criticism of all apparatus used by the Signal
CoTrps.
'
.. 11"l consisted
o carry out t h ese f u
nctlOns,
t he di"
VlSlon orlgma
of two sections, the research section and the inspectlOn section.
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Later in order to relieve these sections from the routine duties CODn;;ct;J with the smooth running of the large establishment, a third
section-the service section-was established to handle all matters
eonnected with property, buildings, transportation, clerical worko
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The art of communication, around which the work of the new
division centered, always has been one in which our country has
been foremost. It was the aim of all concerned with the organization of this division to enroll in its ranks the best engineering
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personnel possible. The selection of personnel and equipment for
the division was, therefore, turned over by. the Chief Signal Officer
of the Army, Washington, to Col. (then Maj.) J. J. Carty, who as
chief engineer of the American Telephone & Telegraph Co., had
acquired an international reputation by his organization of the
American Transcontinental Telephone System.
Col. Carty a:ppealed to the leading scientific, educational, and
commercial bodIes of the United States? and from these he picked
with painstaking attentio~ as to indiVIdual qualifications a body
of men such as had never before been gathered together. Inventors.
professors, engineers, specialists in all forms of the art of signaling
were enrolled in the new division.
Among the institutions which at this critical momentgtadly gave
up the services of .their leading men were New York University,
Columbia University, Johns Hopkins University, the General Electric Co., the Western Electric Co., and the Interborough Rapid
Transit Co., New York. Other firms which contributed speciahsts
in electrical and automobile work were the National Carbon Co.,
Cleveland; the Central Scientific Instrument Co., Chicago; the Electric Storage Battery Co., Philadelrhia; and the American Express
Co., New York. More than half 0 the original enlisted men of the
division were university graduates.
The broad policy adopted in the selection pf the personnel ~as
amply justified later when the division was called upon. to act in a
consult1Og ca:pacity on many technical problems not directly connected with SIgnal Corps work.
As officer in charge of the division was chosen Mr. H. E. Shreeve,
an engineer, who, for 22 years, had been engaged in tlte development
of telephone. telegraph, and radio equipment. During the two years
immediately previous to his being commissioned as a major in the
United States Reserve Mr. Shreeve had been executive officer of the
research department of the Western Electric Co., and in this capacity
had been in charge of several important missions for the American
Telephone & Telegraph Co. The last of those placed him in charge
of the experimental work in Paris in connection with the first demonstration 9f transatlantic wireless telephony.
The direction of the research section was intrusted to Maj. O. E.
Buckley, a physicist, who, after studying and teaching at Cornell
University, had taken up industrial research in the la60ratories of
the Western Electric Co., where he had been actively engaged in the
development of radiotelephony.
The inspection section of the division was placed under Maj. (then
Capt.) Maurice K. McGrath, whose long experience in the design
and installation of telephone apparatus, both European and American).. fitted him particularly well to take charge of this section. Maj.
Mcltra.th had, 10 addition, the advantage of a considerable amount
of military training in connection with the orga.nization of the Western Electric Ra.dio Co.
The work of preliminary organization, commenced in the first days
of August, was completed in three weeks. On Sunday, August 26,
1917, Col. Carty prepared a letter covering in detail the fUnctions
and qualifications of each man in the organization, and this, with
charts and lists of the desired laboratory apparatus,was forwarded
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to the Chief Signal Officer of the Arml, Washington. The plan
described therein went into effect immedlately, and on September 8
the first of the division, a party consistin~ of Lieut. Col. H. E.
Shreeve and seven officers, left New York CIty for France, arriving
in Paris on September 29.
Before this advance party reached its destination the Chief Signal
Officer had, in the month of August, commissioned in Paris Lieuts.
D. V. Leland and P. H. Dike, who were assigned to the division, and
immediately began the work of selecting laboratory space and of
collecting samples of French radio apparatus. Temporary premises
were obtained on the second floor of No. 64 Rue de la Boetie, Paris,
and in this were assembled a number of fieces of radio apparatus
borrowed from the" Etablissement Centra du Mat~riel de la Radiotelegraphie Militaire." In addition, these officers set about finding
more commodious premises to accommodate the laboratory equipment which was being forwarded from the United States. They
selected the self-contamed house and gardens at No. 140 Boulevard
Montparnasse, and this house was later occupied by the division during the whole of its stay in Paris.
After the advance party left New York the enlisted men of the
division were assembled and equipped at Fort Wood, N. Y., under the
direction of Capt. J. H. Wetherholt, at that time the personnel officer
of the division, and the officers and men given an opportunity to familiarize themselves with the latest developments in radio apparatus
under the guidance of Mr. John Mills and Lieut. A. M. Curtis, of
the Western Electric Co. Com~lete mechanical, physical, and electrical equipment costing approxImately $100,000 was pnrchased and
packed. The care with which this equipment was packed and conveyed is shown by the fact that of several hundred boxes containing
the equipment only one was lost in transit and none was seriously
damaged. The division brought over its own transportation, consisting of trucks, automobiles, and motorcycles with side cars, which
transportation the division retained control of through its stay in
France. All of the above equipment was sent to France in three
shipments under convoy of the men of the division. Much of the
material was packed in boxes specially designed, so that the boxes
themselves could be used for the construction of laboratory benches
and tables.
One of the first moves after the advance group arrived in Paris
was a visit to the British and French fronts by Majs. Shreeve and
Buckley. On this visit they were accompanied bv Mr. Edwin H.
Colpitts, research engineer of the Western ElectrIC Co., who as a
civilian inspector of the Signal Corps assisted the division in a
conSUlting capacity up to December 2, 1917, when he returned to the
United States.
Soon after their return from the western front these officers were
. joined by the first detachment of the enlisted men of the division
who arrived in Paris on November 3,1917. These men took up quarters at the Alexandria; No. 29 Boulevard Bourdon, near the Hotel
Mediterranee, to which the officers of the division had been transferred from the Rue de la Beetie. Part of this detachment was
put to work inspecting radio material purchased by the American
Expeditionary Forces from the French Government. The re147899--19----18
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mainder set about preparing the future home of the division at No.
140 Boulevard Montparnesse, for the receipt of the laboratory equipment, the first shipment of which arrived in December.
Apart from the more concrete work of maintaining the standard
of Signal Corps supplies, the division has acted as a clearing house
for all techmcal questions connected with the Signal Corps in
France. To carry out this phase of its work the first step was to
establish connection with the various French Government departments who were either suppbing the American Expeditionary Forces
with signaling apparatus or wno could assist in supplying technical
information. The most friendly relations were entered into with the
etablissement central due mat~riel de la radiotelegraphie militaire,
whose technical director, Col. Ferrie, never failed to assist our organization in every way. He immediately placed laboratories at our
disposal at the Invalides, and during the whole of our stay in Paris
our officers and men worked in close ("onnection with his staff.
Liaison was likewise established with the etablissement central du
materiel de la telegraphie militaire and with the service des projecteurs, both under the control of Lieut. Col. Villeclere. At both
of these establishments space was provided for our men to carryon
the inspection of apparatus purchased from the French Government.
Our relations with the service geogra'phique, the French post and
telegraph administration, and the various large manufacturers of
. electrical supplies in Paris, also proved of great value in carrying
out the function 6f the division.
Permission was obtained from the militarY governor of Paris to
use Fort Chatillonj on the outskirts of the city, as an experimental
field, and at this p ace much of the work on ground telegraphy and
more especially on tank radio was carried out. The ~reliminary field
work upon sound ranging was also done at 'Fort Chatillon. Later
this work was carried out at the experimental field connected with
the antiaircraft listening station at St. Cyr. At a later date further
experiments in sound ranging were made at the antiaircraft experimental station at Arnonville. Final field tests were made on the
Amiens front with Company C of the Fixty-sixth Searchlight Engineers.
One of the most tedious but nevertheless essential tasks assigned
to the division was the preparation of descriptive bulletins of French
ra~io apparatus. Altogether 40 of these bulletins were prepared and
a total of approximately 75,000 copies printed and distributed
throughout the American Expeditionary Forces.
This work was first handled by a group of officers and men under
Capt. J. C. Hubbard. When the intelligence division of t.he office of
the chief signal officer was attached to the division of research and
inspection, Capt. Hubbard was made officer in charge, and. in addition to his duties of preparing and publishing the various pamphlets
issued by the office of the chief signal officer. he retained the work of
preparing the descriptive bulletins referring to French signaling
eqUlpme~t.. ~en the division assumed the supervision of the in~l
lip:ence diVISion, the name of the latter was changed to the techmcal
information section. The technical information section was located
at headquarters, Services of Supplies, Tours, where it handled a
large amount of work of a catalogumg and educational nature. After
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the s!g'ning of the annistice the technical infonnation section was
detaclied from the division of research and inspection and intrusted
with the work of preparing the history of the Signal Corps, American Expeditionary Forces.
.
A large amount of specification writing was aISo done by the division. The inspection section :prepared routines covering each fonn
of inspection can'ied out by It, and the research section prepared
specifications on the manu'facture of Signal Corps apparatus in
France and .requirements on apparatus to be built in the United
States. To complete this later phase of our work, a complete machine shop was installed to permlt the making of working models of
all new apparatus.
The laboratories of the division in Paris soon became a recognized
center of technical information, and they were visited by most of
the principal Signal Corps officers. Gen. Russel visited the laboratories on an average of once a month, thus keeping in close personal
touch with the activities and the staff. Visits were also made by
many sigIlal officers from the allied annies, French, British, and
Italian. The laboratories also provided a very satisfactory means
of training Signal Corps officers in the specialties of radio telephony
and telegraphy.
The most important liaisons maintained by the division were
those with the western front and with the Chief Signal Officer of
the Army, Washington. In the first of these directions' connection.
was maintained by frequent visits to the allied fronts and to the
allied training grounds on the part of officers of the division.
Naturally, a large part of the work of the division was connected
with aviation; both before and after the separation of the Aviation
Section from the Signal Corps proper this division carried out all
inspection and research on airplane wireless apparatus. To do this
the division established laboratories at each of the experimental fields
occupied in turn by the Air Service-Ville Coubley and Orly Field.
Preparations were also made to establish laboratories at the flying
field at Colombey les Belles, but owing to the armistice this was not
carried out.
Liaison with headquartel's, Services of Supply, at Tours was made
effective, by weekly visits on the part of Lieut. Col. Shreeve, who
maintained an office at that point. Finally, liaison with the War
Department, Washington, was kept up in both directions by means of
officers who took with them working models of newly developed apparatus or up-to-date manufacturing information.
Among the work not strictly of a Signal Corps nature carried
out by the Division of Research and Inspection. the out<;tanding
items are the research on sound-tanging apparatus, the development
of the Chilowski shell, and the design and assembly of the Shreeve
gun-sight lighting device. It is safe to say that had it not been
for the constant efforts of this division the possibilities of the
Chilowski shell would never have been realized by the American
Expeditionary Forces.
Another phase of activities was connel.'ted with the appointment
of Lieut. Col. Shreeve as representative of the American Army on
the Interallied Board of Im'entions, whose bimonthly meetings were
held in Paris. In this capacity Lieut. Col. Shreeve WflS of Assistance
in bringing to the attention of the various services of the American
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Expeditionary Forces many of our Allies' latest war inventions.
Among these were various types of message carrying shells, special
aerop'lane guns, incendiary bombs, and various aeroplane devices.
SimIlar service was also given through the relation of the division
with the technical attaches of the United States Embassy at Paris.
The division as a whole was stationed in Paris during the period
of aerial attacks and long-distance shelling. The offices .Jf the division were located within 200 yards of the axis of fire of the longdistance guns, and a number of shells fell within a radius of a few
hundred yards of the building. No damage, however, was done,
either to the building or to any of the personnel. Three of the enlisted men of the division were instrumental, however, in transporting to a French hospital some of the French civilians who were
victims of a long-distance shell" for which action they were commended by Gen. Russel.
When the Germans were at Chateau Thierry and the artillery fire
was plainly audible in Paris, plans were made to vacate the laboratories and some of the surplus material was shiJ.>ped to Gievres. Col.
Ferrie, of the "E. C. M. R.," in planning a simllar evacuation of the
French laboratories to Lyon, made a provision for our laboratories
to be located with his own.
Early in the life of the division it was foreseen that Signal Corps •
apparatus, after the rough handling and exposure consequent to the
long voyage across the ocean, would require very careful inspection
to insure that it would be in good condition when issued to combatant
troops. At the time the letter directing the organization of the division of research and inspection was written, June 20, 1917, it was
believed that all or practIcally all Signal Corps apparatus would be
shipp-ed from America. The duty, of the Inspection Section was
specIfied in accordance with this belief and was to be the inspection
and adjustment of all Signal Corps apparatus before issue from depots to troops. Up to the time of the arrival of the original research
and ins~ectIon detachment in France, all plans concerning personnel
and eqmpment were made with the above object In view.
,
The policy of purchasing large amounts of Signal Corps apparatus
in France, which was adopted in the summer of 1917, resulted in a
large increase in the proposed duties of the inspection section1 as in
addition to the originally planned depot inspection, the initIal inspection of apparatus purchased in Europe was assigned to this sectIon. Many obstacles were encountered in this readjustment, as the
section had provi<.led neither equipment nor personnel for this new
and unforeseen work. Further additions to the duties of the inspection section were made from time to time, and at the time of the cessation of hostilities they were as follows:
Inspection of Signal·Corps apparatus before issued from depots to
troops.
Inspection of Signal Corps apparatus for acceptance of material
purchased in Europe by disbursm~ officer.
Inspection of all salvage materIal before being turned over to repair shop at supply depots.
Inspection of all material from repair shops returned to depot
stock.
. Advice as to proper storage, packing, maintenance and repair of
SIgnal Corps apparatus at supply depots.
.
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Specifications for inspection of all Signal Corps apparatus 'purchased in Europe and for the reinspection of apparatus receIved
from the United States.
Comparative studies of Signal Corps apparatus purchased in Europe.
Studies of manufacturing facilities when requested by the disbursing officer.
Studies of the suitability of apparatus for the purpose for which
it is intended (by liaison established with the armIes).
RecommendatIOns as to disposition of defective material.
With the exception of poles and cross arms, and of line material
obtained from the French Government depot at Angoulene, practically all Signal Corps apparatus purchased in France was secured in
or delivered in Paris. Consequently, carrying out the general policy
of inspecting material, in so far as possible at the source, inspection
section detachments were located at various factories and warehouses
in Paris, all reporting to the general laboratory at 140 Boulevard
Montparnasse. These detachments inspected all Signal Corps material originating at the places where they were stationed except in
cases where the apparatus was of-such a nature t.hl:lt it required special tests for which they were Rot equipped, in which case it was sent
to the main laboratory. In an effort to maintain inspection standards, certain standard measuring instruments were held at the laboratory to be used only for reference. A staff of men were also kept
at the laboratories who could be sent t.o inspect material at points
where there was insufficient work to justify a permanent inspector.
At first, due to the unfamiliarity with the apparatus and its technical nature, French methods of inspection were adopted practically
without change. As knowledge of the apparatus and what it wa.<; required to do increased, modifications in methods were made from
time to time with the idea of cutting out or simplifying some of the
purely qualitative te!'ts, which in most cases had already been made
by the French, and devoting more attention to actual operating tests.
Inasmuch as up to the time hostilities ceased little American radio
apparatus had arrived, practically all radio apparatus in use by the
American Armies was obtained from the French. Until September,
1918, when the disbursing o'ffice took over the clerical work, this detachment, besides doing purely inspection work, obtained all the
material from the French before inspection and supervised and kept
records of the shipping of the materIal.
Inasmuch as the headquarters of the division was located at the
laboratory, it was planned to make it the central point where special
tests could be made upon samples of apparatus bem~ inspected.at the
depots and factories and also carry on the inspectIOn of apparatus
requiring special tests or testing equipment.
All the material that could not Conveniently be inspected at the
Signal Corps warehouse in Paris was sent by truck to the laboratory
for test. The following are the most important items inspected at the
latter place: Field glaEses, projectors, compasses, monocord switchboards, telephone sets, wire and cable, watches, dry cells. Numerous
other miscellaneous items, such as charging sets, duplex telegraph sets,
anemometers, barometers, etc., were also inspected at the laboratory.
, As the wor~ increased, in or.der to reduce the handling and packmg of materIal, arrangements were made whereby inspectors were
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placed at the French military warehouses and factories engaged in
manufacture for the Signal Corps. The first one of these inspection
points to be established was located at the factory of Le Materiel Telephonique. A detachment was assigned to this factory in December
and inspected all material purchased by the Signal Corps, which consisted for the most part of buzzerphones, line material, and telephone
equipment. A detachment was also assigned to the warehouse of the
Service de Projecteur and inspected all the projectors and the projector accessories, while another detachment was stationed at the
.JVarehouse of the etablissement central de materiel de III. teIegraphie
militaire to inspect all the monocord switchboards and miscellaneous
telephone and telegraph material.
The establishment of these inspection points relieved the' congestion at the laboratory and made it possible to use the space for
special testing, such as life te~ts on dry cells, etc. When the new
.Signal Corps warehouse-was opened at 76 Rue de Gaz in October,
1918, the remainder of the routine inspection work being done at
·the laboratory on field glasses, watches, flashlights, etc., was transferred to the warehouse.
Inspectors were stationed in August, 1918, at the storage battery factories which were supplying batteries to the American Expeditionary Forces. InspectIOns of batteries were made during the
process of manufacture and after assembly. Before shipment from
the French supply depots labels giving charging rates, specific
gravity, and other information in English were attached to the batteries.,
.
In order to keep the troops in the field supplied witli tested equipment an inspection System at base, intermediate and advance snpply
depotR wa<; built up .. Practically without exception all Signal Corps
material destined for field troops, schools, and telephone construction
projects, whether pnrchased in America or Europe, passed through
the intermediate or advance supply depots. In order to insure that
.this material was in good condItion when issued, detachments of the
inRpcction section were located at these depots.
Actuallv these inspection detachments did much more than their
specified duties. They supervised the charging and care of storage
batteries, repaired apparatus, packed and unpacked material 2 assisted
members of the depot force on questions of nomenclature, lD many
cases materially assisted in the control of shipments, made recommendations concerning the suitability and improvement of apparatus, and many other things of a similar nature.
.
Repair shops were located at all of the depots where inspectors
of this section were stationed. The inspectors assisted in sorting
this salvage and made recommendations as to the steps which should
be taken for its repair. The same course was pursued with respect
to apparatus damaged in transit. Repaired material was reinspected
after delivery from the repair shop. Often when the repairs were
of a complicated nature members of the inspection force assisted tho
men in the repair shop, and in some cases made the more delicate
repairs themselves.
One very important duty of the depot inspectors was in connection with storage batteries. Changing stations were located at all
.depots at which this section had inspectors. The inspector was
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eventually charged not only with the inspection of the batteries
when received or issued, but also with the technical supervision of
charging methods, actual charging and storage while in the depot.
The inspection routine and methods were so arranged at these
depots that no material could be issued from them without having
been checked at least once by a member of the inspection detachment. The depots furnished copies of manifests upon which all
material was shipped. The inspector checked off and initialed each
shipment on the manifest, thus attempting to catch incorrect shipments and at the same time making sure that uninspected apparatus
was not issued. After shipment was made manifests were used as
a basis of daily and weekly reports. Weekly reports covering this
work were made to the officer ill charge, inspection section.
The thoroughness of these depot-inspection detachments is attested
to by the :Cact that practically no complaints of apparatus failing to
operate or being in poor condition, except thro~h damage in transit,
were received from the troops at the front.
The first depot-inspection detachment was located at the Signal
Corps general supply depot in Nevers ll\te in December, 1917. The
detachment was in charge of a master signal electrician until the latter part of January, when First Lieut. A. M. Curtis took charge.
This detachment, in spite of the handicap of insufficient personnel
(the maximum force at anyone time being 10 men of the inspection
section,2 French adjutants, and 7 French women), carried on all inspection and auxiliary work in a very successful and efficient manner until the depot was closed and the personnel transferred to the
new intermediate depot No.2, at Gievres.
The ins~tors at this 'depot and later on at Gievres made the
first technIcal inspection of Signal Corps apparatus of American
origin p~in~ through the depot. It had all been inspected before
leaving Amenca, but due to rough handling, poor packing, and sometimes poor initial inspection much defective material was encountered. }i'or this reason all American -apparatus had to be very carefully inspected. The same was true m a less degree with French
apparatus, which even though traveling a comparatively short distance was often damaged in transit. The inspectors also checked up
our own initial inspection at Paris, bringing to the attention of the
main office any defects found.
Lieut. CurtIS, being released when the depot was closed, returned
to inspection section headq.uartt>rs at Paris, where he was given general supervision of radio-lnspection work, with special reference to
American radio apparatus.
Due to the lack of space for expansion at Nevers, a new depot,
known first as general supply. depot No.2 and later as h!termedlate
depot No.2, was constructed at Gievres late in the spring of 1918
and de'pot work at Nevers gradually transferred to thIS place. The
new SIgnal Corps depot began operations about the 20th of June,
1918. Lieut. George T. Droste, who had been assigned to this depot,
besides directmg the inspection work, was in ~harge of the Signal
Corps warehouses and continued in both capacities until the 31st
of August, 1918, when, on account of the great increase in work, he
was released from duties in connection with the warehouse work in
order that he might devote all of his time to the supervision of inspection.
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From the time the depot was opened until the end of hostilities the
work of the inspection detachment, keeping pace with the increasing
flow of supplies, increased very rapidly. Lack of personnel and the
necessity of dividing the inspection force between several different
warehouses at some distance from each other handicapped the work.
In October, 1918, the inspection force at this depot took over the
inspection of American radio apparatus which had been ordered by
the Air Service. This required very careful inspection. Capt. Curtis spent a few weeks in October at this depot directing the equipment
and testin~ methods of a new radio-testing laboratory.
At the tIme of the signing of the armistlre the Signal Corps depot
at this place was using four big warehouses, one building for the
machine shop, power plant, storage-battery station, and sah·age rna·
terial, part of another building for a general office, six barracks for
enlisted men, one officers' barracks, hesides the pole and cable yard.
The inspection force assigned to the depot had grown to 2 officers and
50 enlisted men. It was the largest separate aetachment of the inspection section.
Up to the time of the cessation of hostilities only one advance
supply depot had been established. It was known as Signal Corps
ad vance depot No. 1 and was located at Is sur Tille not far from
Dijon. A branch of the inspection section was placed at this depot
in April, 1918, being in command of Lieut. F. S. Dellenhaugh,
The work of this detachment differed somewhat from that of the
detachment at the other depots in that practically all material received had been previously inspected at least once (and some of it
twice) by members of the inspection section either at the general or
intermediate supply depots, the Paris branch, or by detachments
located at outlymg points. A small amOUI1t of material, of which
wire was the main item, was received direct from base ports. This
class of material, although small in quantity, required a large amount
of inspection work.
Material of a technical nature liahle to damage or defects which
could not be discovered by visual inspection was ~iven operating tests
regardless of the number of previous inspel'tions. If defects were
found, complete acceptance tests were made. Radio apparatus fonned
the greater part of this type of material.
Mat(>rial more simple in nature was subj(>cted to perc(>ntllge check
tests with further investigations based on the findings of the percentage check and the class of matt>rial being inspect(>(l. Salvuged
and repaired apparatus was tested in the sllme lUanner us at the other
depots.
The officer in charge of the depot at this plnce, Lieut.. Col. Sadler.
greatly fat!ilitated the wQrk of the inspertion detachment by his
spirit of cooperation. The liaison with the depot forces operated
very smoothly. Various tabulations of apparatus were made up
by the inspection detachment and promulgated throughout the depot
by the supply officer in order to obviate errors that either occurred
or seemed likely to occur.
The inspection force at this point~ which at no time exceeded eight
men and one officer did very goOd work. Lieut. Dallenbou~h remained in charge of this detachment continuously from the time it
was assigned to the depot until after hostilities ceased. He spent
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considerable time in making original studies of testin~ methods, and
furnished much information along this line to the officer in charge
of the inspection section.
Following the general policy of the organization to inspect whl'reever possible at the source of supply inspectors were sent at vllrious
times to outlying points where no regular inspection detachments
were stationed.
At different periods between March, 1918, and the close of hostilities an inspector was stationed at the depots of the establissement
central de materiel de la telegraphie militaire at Angouleme, France.
Most of the telegraph and telephone line material purchased from
the French was dehvered from this depot and inspection was made
before shipment.
Early in the spring of 1918 it became necessary to detail an inspector to examine poles pW'chased in various parts of France. Later
this inspection work was extended to cover crossarms. At the close
of ho~tilities two officers, Lieuts. Olson and Batliff, and one enlisted
man were assigned to this duty.
When the Inspection Section began operations there was very little
information as to the requirements which apparatus was expected to
fulilll. This was about equally true of French and of American ap~
paratus. It was sOon realized that it would be- necessary to prepare
mspection instructions, especially for French apparatus, which in
most cases was radically different from any AmerIcan apparatus with
whieh the men were familiar. The work of preparing these inspection specifications, as they were called, whICh was commenced by
Lieuts. Droste and Dike shortly after the arrival of the first detachment, was continued under the direction of Lieut. Christen until he
was transferred to other duties in July, 1918. Up to- this time no
special section had been charged with this work, various men being
called upon to furnish specifications covering apparatus with which
they were familiar. In this manner specifications were written to
cover the acceptance inspection of practically all material purchased
in large quantities in France. WIth the large increase of work in
the summer of 1918, and the consequent increase in unskilled personnel, the question of specifications became more important. In Augnst
a. special. section was created by Maj. Smith to take care of this work.
Lieuts. Jeanne and Lack were assigned to this section. Plans were
made to prepare inspection specifications for all apparatus inspected
in France whether manufactured in J.<'rllnce or the United States.
These specifications were to be of two classes-initial-acceptance
specifications and check-inspection specifications--only the latter
class being necessary for American a;l?paratus. These plans were in
the process of fulfiliment when hostilIties ceased.
As large Q,uantities of certain types of apparatus had to be inspected, and m manr cases by inexperienced help, studies were made
to determine if speCIal testing sets of jigs could be used which would
speed up the inspection work and at the same time reduce to a minimum the personal element. The following are the most prominent
types of apparatus upon which such studies were made, and for the
inspection of which special testing sets were built: Monocord switchboards, storage batteries, dry cells, vacuum tubes, amplifier sets, field
glasses, flashlights.
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At certain periods it was found necessary to use the personnel of the
organization for some special repair or assembly work, which, owing
to the urgent need of apparatus, could not be conveniently done elsewhere or on account of the testing facilities and specialized personnel
could be most efficiently performed by the inspection section. Some
instances of this work are outlined below.
A lot of about 5,000 Bausch & Lomb 6X prismatic binoculars were
purchased from the Canadian Government. and upon inspection were
found to be defertive. owing to the formation of a film of dirt on the
prisms. The formation of this film is believed to be due to atmospheric conditions, and apparently can not be avoided. The cleaning
of these glasses was undertaken by the insJ?ection section at the request of the Chief Signal Officer, and additIOnal help in the form of
Frent:h civilian labor was employed for the minor phases of this
work. The inspe:·tion of these ~Iasses. after deaning, involved
testing for parallelism, and a speCIal machine for making this test
was borrowE'd from the British Ministrv of Munitions.
Approximatply 1,000 ~pecial sets desl~ed by Lieut. Col. Shreeve
for lIghting the range scale and sightmg bar of the 75-mm. and
155-mm. guns were a&<;embled by the inspection sertion for the
Ordnan('e DE'partment. The drawings and specifications necessary
for the manufa( ture of the various parts of thIS equipment were also
prepared in this section.
It was found that the wooden plug used with the French projedors
absorbed moisture in service, and increased considerably in size,
makin~ it difficult to insert the plug in the. socket. This was
remedIed by impregnating the plug m beeswax before shipment. As
the French authorities would not do this work, the inspection section undertook to do it.
Among the items on which special studies were made at the request
of the Chief Signal Officer or of the disbursing officer, Signal
Corps, were:
(a) Dry batteries.-As a result of the large rejections on dry batteries purchased from the French Government a special study of this
subject was made. As a result of our work on this, a decided improvement in quality was observed.
(b) Wrist watcMS.-An officer of this section-Capt. Christeninvestigated sources of supply in France and Switzerland, placed
orders for 47.000 wrist watches in the latter country, and ins:pected
shipments. The result of this work was a big improvement m the
'quality of watches forwarded to the American Expeditionary Forces.
(c) PQle climbers.-At the request of the disbursing officer this
sertion supervised the manufacture of pole climbers in Paris, with
which manufacture the French were unfamiliar.
(d) Pigeon 'I1.)(l{l0'TL8.-At the request of the Chief Signal Officer
various drawings of mobile pigeon wagons have been made;
(e) Valuable work was done by the inspectors placed at various
storage battery factories. The manufacture and packing of these
batteries were greatly improVed.
(f) Proiectors.-The first projectors furnished to the American
Expeditionary Forces by the French Government proved to be more
or less unserviceable. After conference with the persons concerned
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a V8IJ> much better projector was secured and an inspection point
established at the French projector warehouse.
(g) Radio tractor8.-Early in 1917 nine Ford tractors were turned
over to this division with instructions to convert them into radiotractors. Lieut. Leland was assigned temporarily from the general
research and inspection offices to supervise this work. New bodies
were built for the trucks by French firms; they were then equipped
with E-3 radio sets and type D char~ing sets, all equipment work
being done by members of the inspectIOn section.
Ail idea of the enormous amount of material inspected by the
inspection section may be obtained from a summary of the mllterial
rejected at the different inspection ~oints during the time from January 1, 1918, up to the end of hostIlities. The rejection of this material does not necessarily mean that it was lost. In the case of the
rejections made' at Paris, the Signal Corps simply refused t.o purchase the material rejected. The material rejecied at the depots
ha.d already been accepted and paid for and was, in most cases, repaired in the depot repair shops and put in serviceable condition for
shipment. In the case of some items, such as dry batteries and
amplifier lamps, repairs were impossible, and it was necessary to junk
the defective articles. The result has been to save a very appreciable amount of transportation. All of the material rejected would,
in the absence of an Inspection section, have been shipped to troops
at the front. They would have found the material unserviceable,
and would have been compelled to return it. A list of the principal
items rejected is given below, together with an approximate estimate of their weight and the number of carloads of transportation
which was saved by their rejectio]'\.

Item.

Ap-

l

Ap-

Nom· Approxl· proxl·
ber r...
mate
mate
car·
looted. wolRht.
I

-----_.-

Num· Approxl· prOlll·
M remate
mate
Jectoo. weight.
carloads.

Item.

\rods.

.
I Switchboards:

--

----

, P07/""..

........1

-_._------

I Poufllll.

AocamuJaton.......... 4,464, 111,000
5.5
Ampllftt'l1l..... •••••••.
24
481
2-lIne......... .••••
19 .•.•••••••••..•.••
Ampllfter temps.......
844
200
1
4-lIne.... ••••••.•••
891
5,400
2
Batteries, dry .••••••••. SI,514 103,000
7.
12-llDe. •••••• •••••• 1,446
30,000
II
BuuNll................
1147
3,2IlO
.5
2O-11De.. ••••••.•...
35
7,000
2
Bauerphones..........
526
5,1120 •••• ••••
4()'llDe.. .•• ••••••••
101
10,000
1
Calli, motor. • ••••.•.•••
70.......... .••••.•• 'Telephones:
4,000 ..•...•• :
Camp.. .••••••••••.
4311 •••...••...••••.••
Oable••••••••.••• .feet.. 4,030
en-rma............. 3,500
35,000
3'
Camp (A)..... ••••
696 •.•.•••••••••••••.
Compaaes............. 695 ••••.•..••..•.•••• I
Camp (Frenob)....
107 ••...••..•••••.•••
DrillS. dlamopd·polDt..
200
2,000 ••••••• I
Buuer. ••••••••••••
4111
85,000
8
FJaabU,hts... ••• •••••. 2,010 ••...•••••.•..•.•.
137a-B... ••.•.••..• 31,'~ •••.....••..••..•.•••.•.••.•'••••.••
Olaaaea,fleld •••••••••.• 15,000
110,000
3
Il1sceI1aneooa......
u..,
GlOYes. •••• ••••••••••.• 1,160
500 •..••••• Trucks. radio... •••••.•
8
40,000
8
Poles, ml_JaD8OIIII.... S, 777 2,200,000
400
Tabes. VIIC\lam. • • • • •• •
135 .••..•.•••••••••.•
Pro!ectors...... .•.•...
487
10,000
3
Watches. wrJat..... ••• 4,847 .••••.•••.
1
I'

I

~~::::::::
~yera,

10,£-3...

""...
RadIo, £-3.........
RadIo, E-3-ter.....
RadJ0.l E-I0.. ••••••
SCR-"/4............

~

103
52
53
47
405

....~~~......~.. w::....~~:.
1,500 ••••••••
26,000
2.5
25,000
2.5
2,500
2
4,000
.5

846
30,000
----Total •••••••••••••••••••• 2,796,450
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Oost of i1l8pectwfl of Signal Oorps material purchaseAl In Paris during October.
Locality.

Value of
material.

Cost of
Percent·
lDspection.
ace.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----1----1·--Laboratories, 140 Boulevard l),[ootp81"D1111118 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• , •
Storage-battery factory...............................................
Etabllssement ('.entral du ),[at6rlel de la T6IjjgrBphie.. .......•........

t.=~~~~~nt3::'M8~rtei d4'!& ii&di;;T~i~graiiliie wiii&ire: ::

8ervloe de ProJecteur •......... ......... .... ..............•.•.........
Total of all PIIIiB inspection ••••••.•.•••......•.. .'. . . . . • . . . . • . . .

FraflU.

Fra"IIU.

12,750
2,420
2,900

1. II
,18
.66

3'm;m

I?'
1;460

.S

6,727, 800

311, 100

673,373
1,334,700
{45,855

=:

133,290

::

I---~-I---~-I------

• liS

The inspection section of the division of research and ulspection
was initially org:anized to inspect and adj ust Signal Corps apparatus
before issue from supply depots to troops. EqUlpment and personnel
were m;sembled in the belief that American mau-rial only would be
used by the Signal Corps. After arrival in France the plans of the
inspection section were greatly modified due to a change in policy
involving the purchase of much Signal Corps apparatus in Europe.
The duties of the inspection section were enlnrged to include the initial inspection of apparatus purchased in Europe and to act in an
advisory capacity in respect to such p'urchases when requested by the
disbursm~ office. At all times untIl.shortly before the signing of
the armistice the section was handicapped by inability to obtain sufficient personnel. ~ evertheless, by hard conscientious work, inspection kept pace with the flow of supplies and all Signal Corps apparatus except that issued direct from base depots passed through the
hands of inspectors of this section. The thoroughness of their work
is attested to by the fact that very few complaints of poor apparatus
reaching the front were J'eceived.
,
Besides regular inspection work. the inspection section carried on
a large amount of investigation work regarding manufacturing facilities in France, furnished manufacturing information to the disbursing office when requested, and at times visited 'French factories in
order to cooperate with them in reproducing, as well as facilities
would permit, certain types of American apparatus which the French
had never before manufactured.
The research work was very different from research in civilian institutions. It had to be carried on with limited personnel and equil?ment and with an ever-pressing need for practlCal results which 18
not generally conducive to the complete solution of research problems.
In all of the work of the division it was necessary to bear in mind that
a partial solution in, say, one month was of more value than a complete
solution in six months. The work consisted not only of laboratory
research, but also of field tests and the manufacture of models.
Among the original developments are: Lieut. Col. H. E. Shreeve,
the gun-sight lighting device and the wire-marking device; Capt.
E. H. Armstrong, the high-frequency amplifier (2 cases) ; Sergt. C. C.
Graves, the shell-fire wire clip.
The section inc1uded the following main groups: Radio, telephone
and telegraph, miscellaneous sip,nahng, sound dIrecting finding, and
the model shop. Alto~ther the section worked on a total of about
80 research cases and In addition acted as a clearing house for information on approximately 150 other cases.
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On the arrival in Paris of the division one of the first problems
assigned to it was that of making a complete study of the possibilities of communicatin~ by radio from a moving tank. C~t. Webb
was put in charge of thIS work and, in line with the general policy
of the division, he visited the British tank school to obtain information on the work of our Allies along this line. He also investigated
the work of the French radio engineers.
The French authorities proposed to use a modified set of the E-10
series, called the E-IO--ter. This set was designed to be used in
connection with a trailing antenna supported about 6 feet above the
tank and held taut by a heavy, dragging weight. This set transmits
and receives on an undamped wave of 600 to 1,000 meters in length.
The British Army planned to use one of their standard field nets,
which could be carried on board the·tank but could only be used
when set up outside the tank on the ground. Their intention was
to use both damped and undamped waves and no definite wave
length was specified. Later the British decided that undamped
waves were best and decided to adopt one definite wave length for
all tank-radio communication..
Neither the French nor the British schemes a~peQ.led to the division, the first because the constants of the trading antenna were
subject to large changes while the tank was moving, and the second
because of the impossibility of communicating from the tank while
in motion.
After considerable experimental work the general specifications of
a set were worked out and Capt. Webb left for the United States to
get the set in_production. W-ork was continued by Lieut. A. D. Silva
and Sergts. Pressley and Newell, and by careful design considerable
improvements were made in the antenna current output. A tank
transmitter, to operate on undamped waves of 600 to 1,000 meters
in length, was built by the division according to this design. The
antenna for use with this set was similar in constr.uction to a Bristol
fishing rod and extended 15 feet above the tank. The circuit employed was similar to that used in the E-10--bis set. Later it was
found that an umbrella antenna 6 feet high with four arms 4 feet
long was equally as satisfactory as the straight-rod antennre and
offered several advantages as, for instance, lower visibility and
ability to pass under trees.
About the first week in June, 1918, following a conference with
Capt.· Bolitho, of the British tank wireless service, on the requirements of tank radio sets, Capt. Armstrong suggested the use of a
circuit employing one tube as an oscillator and one or more tubes as
high-power amplifiers. The particular advantage of this type of
circuit is that the wave length is controlled by the constants of an
internal circuit and in no way depends on the antenna constants.
This is of supreme importance in tank radio, as there is always the
possibility of a part of the antenna being shot away. In the ordinary type of transmitting circuit, in which the antenna is part of
the oscillating circuit, any change in the antenna changes the wave
length and hence the pitch of the note at the receiving station,
whereas with the. oscillating-amplifying system a change in the
antenna can only aff\ct the radiation. Following this idea, development of a set on these lines was carried out by Lieut. Silva and Sergt.
Pressley during June and July, and a model constructed about the
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1st of August. Numerous tests with the apparatus were made, using
a Renault signal tank, and great success was obtained. Details were
forwarded to the United States and the model was shipped under
the first available convoy.
Lieut. Edwards, signal officer of the Tank Corps,' advised the
division of research and inspection in November, 1918, that the
sets as designed at the laboratory could be tried out under actual
fighting conditions. Three sets were built for this work. Unfortunately these sets could not be used in battle, as they were finished
after the armistice was signed. On December 5. 1918. however,
maneuvers were held at Bourg, the headquarters of the Three hundred and second Tank Center, and at these radio tanks equipped
with this apparatus were used. Extremely gratif,ing results were
obtained. ann all the tank officers agreed that radIO communication
was the best and most reliable means available for tank work.
The two-way radio loop set was designed in France by the divisiQn.
of research and inspection, Signal Corps, primarily for communication between battalion and regimental headquarters, where previously the only electrical means of communication was the ground
telegraph. Thi~ latter method of signaling had been much used by
our Allies, but had the disadvantage of being heavy and of being
difficult to maintain under shell fire. Moreover, its use was seriously
limited by natural obstades of low electrical resistances, such as
marshes and streams. Attempts to replace the ground telegraph by
radio sets in advanced positions had failed, chiefly because of the
difficulty of maintaining antenna under fire.
To overcome this difficulty the British si~alin2 authorities developed a trench radio set using instead of the ordinary antenna a
small loop directly connected with the spark sap for transmitting
and an antenna laid on the ground for receivmg. This set had a
range of 2,000 to 3,000 yards and required about 80 watts, power
being obtained from storage batteries. The use of a loop for transmitting, designed small enough for use in a trench or dugout, allowed
the practical use of radio communication in forward areas for the
first time.
A loop set designed to cover a somewhat longer range but still
adapted for trench use was suggested in April, 1918, by Capt. Armstrong and developed by Lieut. Priess, of this division. Preliminary
experimental work was carried out in the laboratories of the division
and two models constructed under his supervision. In this work
Lieut. Priess was assisted by Sergt. (First Class) Harold M. Lewis
and Sergi;. H. W. Howk. The set as finally authorized for reproduction of models for test in the United States was designed to have a
range of 5 to 6 miles, and to transmit on two wave lengths, 110 and
140 meters. The complete set consists of three parts-the box containing the set, a Storage battery (10 volts and 20-ampere hours) and
a bag containins loose parts, spare tubes, and spare plate batteries,
each unit wei~hmg under 30 pounds. This set has proved superior
to the British set in that tunmg is much sharper and the set has a.
murh greater range.
The first two models were tried out by Lieut. Priess in the Toul
sector in August, 1918, very satisfactory results being obtained. During these experiments the sets were located at various distances up to
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12 kilometers apart..1 with one, and finally with both stations in dugouts. The radio omcers present at these tests reported so fa vorabl;y
on the apparatus, that arrangements were immediately made to send
Lieut. PrIess to the United States with the models.
Lieut. Priess left Paris for the United States in September, 1918,
to push the development of the loop set, and to use every possible
means to :put the set as originally designed on a production basis.
He immedIately took up with the Radio Division at Washington and
with various manufacturers the details of the production of 10 of
these sets for further trial. At the time the armIStice was signed the
first United States model of the apparatus had been completed by the
E. J. Simon Co., of New York.
The fundamental piece of ap£aratus for use in listening station
work, namel Yi the SCR 72 amphfier, was made in the United States,
and the samp es sent over to France proved to be better for this purpose than the French 3-ter amplifier. In order to establish a standard
system for use in listenin~ station work.Capt. E. O. Hulbert, of the
division of research and Inspection, maa.e a complete study of the
conditions to be met in this work.
In order to famili~rize him~lf w~th th~ methods ~sed b;y the
French Army and WIth the dIfficultIes whIch the Albes had encountered in their listening stations, he attended a conference held
by French officers in charge of listening stations. Following this,
experiments in the research laboratory in Paris were carried out to
develop methods for reducing interference and for cutting out disturbing noises. The work included a stud;y of the use of amplifiers,
and as soon as the experimental apparatus had been assembled Capt.
Hulburt took these to the Amencan sectors north of Toul, at St.
Mihiel and in Lorraine, where three weeks' practical work was done
to determine the best combination of apparatus.
Durin~ this experimental work it was observed that a part of the
noises met with at listening stations were due to low-frequency disturbances, such as power lines, motor, and generators. On his return
to the research laboratory Capt. Hulburt developed a 10w-frequenCJ
filter to cut out the above types of disturbances. Field tests on thlS
filter were carried out in the country near Paris under various conditions of disturbing noises. These experiments were followed by the
manufacture in the model shop of the division of a number of these
filters, and upon the invitation of the French authorities Capt. Hulburt proceeded'to Flavigny, the general headquarters of the Eighth
French Army, with his experimental apparatus. There experiments
were made in collaboration with the French officerS in charge of. the
listening stations in that region. Permission was obtained to install
the new apparatus in the listening stations, which at that time were
handled by Frenchtand American personnel.
The system evolved from these experiments consisted of a number
of earthed antennas, the SCR--72 amplifiers and the low-frequency
filter. This system was found to give better results than the French
system. It was also easier to install and to maintain in working
order, and it had the further advantage of being more readily adapt.
able to meet conditions at different stations. Owing to the satisfactory results' obtained with this system, it was adopted as standard.
The system was used successfully during the six weeks previous to
the St. Mihiel attack.
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The problem amplifying and receiving ver7 weak high frequency
oscillations was brought to the attention 0 the division by both
the British and our own Intelligence Service. The particular need
was an amplifier for radiogoniometric work in December, 1917. The
requirements were that the apparatus should operate efficiently on
wave lengths from 200 to 1,500 meters and be capable of extremely
rapid adJustment.
At this time the French were using an amplifier of the 3-ter type
and the British a round No. 16 circuit with a 3-stage L. G. amplifier
on goniometric work. The radio engineers of both countries, however, had been working on the problem of high-frequency amplification for over a year, and shortly after the problem was brought to
our attention both countries had completed experimental work and
started manufacture. The French produced a 6-state 4-tube amplifier known as the type L 3. This amplifier was the work of Marius
Latour. The British produced a 7-valve amplifier known as No. 55,
which was the work of Capt. H. J. Round. The L-3 was adopted by
the Americans, as it was the only amplifier available, but as still
more amplification was very desirable the division was requested to
continue work on the problem.
In receiving very weak radio signals it is desirable, in order toobtain the best results, to make use of both high and low frequency
anfplific'ation. There are two reasons for this:
(a) For a given amount of amplification too much amplification of
low frequency brings in local nOIses and singing.
(b) By usmg both high and low frequency amplification, the input
and output sides of the apparatus can be well separated electrically
so that a feed back action which causes sin¢ng can be prevented.
Up to the present it had been found very difficult to amplify frequencies of the order of 1,000,000 cyc~es, and practically impossible
to amplify frequencies above 3,000,000. principally because at these
high freqllencies very small capacity effects in the valves and wiring
constitute a very great handicap. Not only do these capacities permit energ~ to be dissip!lted uselessly' and prevent application of the
necessary mput potentIal to the grld of the detector, but also extremely minute changes in the position of the operator's body in
relation to the apparatus may cause a change in tuning which will
seriously reduce the received signals.
_
A new method of receiving high-frequency oscillations, particularly
application to very short wave lengths, was proposed to Maj. Buckley
by Capt. Armstrong in June, 1918. The amplifier used in this
method operates independently of frequency and will work on 5,000,000 cycles as efficiently as on 500 cycles. Briefly, Capt. Armstrong
solves the J.>roblem by first reducing the high frequency, which can be
more readIly handled., and then accomplishes all amplification on this
lower frequency. The reduction in frequency is brought about by the
heterodyne method. In this case, however, the heterodyne does not
reduce the- incoming waves to audible frequency, but simply adapts
them to the constants of the apparatus.
Preliminary experiments which showed the practicability of the
method were made at this time, but on account of the large amount
of more pressing work they were discontinued until about August 1.
At this time Sergt. Pressley was assigned to work on the rereption
of undamped waves by this method. In the course of a few days
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apparatus was set up, and exceedingly 200d results were obtained.
More pressing work, however, in tank ra«io, for which Sergt. Pressley was required, prevented his continuation of this problem.
The development of the method for receiving damped and modulated continuous waves was the next step. On account of the fact
that no men capable of handling the work were available this development was turned over to Sergt. MacDonald, who was regularly
stationed at Orly Field, but who volunteered to work on the problem
in his own time. The lack of help greatly delayed the development.
Tow~rd th~ middle of August Sergt. Lewis was available and was
also assigned on the development. About the middle of September
the eXjerimental and development work was completed and the problem 0 J?utting the apparatus into practical form was taken up. It
was declded to use six tubes. Two of these were used in transforming the incoming ~igh frequencv to the lower frequency, three for
amplifying this frequency, and one for detecting it. Thls work was
placed in charge of Sergt. Lewis, assisted by Sergt. Houck. On
account of many unforeseen difficulties and the great amount of work
required to complete the detail design of the various parts, the first
model was not turned out until about the 1st of November. In preliminary tests the model gave several thousand times the amplification of the irS, and the advantage could be increased by the addition of a two-stage audible frequency amplifier. Tests were completed, and it was ready for trial at the front at the time of the signmg of the armistice.
Since high-frequency waves are much more easily directed than
waves of lower frequency, the ability to detect and amplify these
high-frequency waves in a practical manner brings within the ran~
of possibIlity the employment at the transmitting station of a directed
beam of energy. If this directed beam is found practicable a greater
degree of selectivity and secrecy will be obtained as well as greater
accuracy in direction finding. The new amplifier should be particularly useful in receiving on planes having built-in antennas, which,
because of their small Size, can only be worked efficiently near their
natural periods. These natural perIods are generally of the order of
about 50 meters and outside the range of the present type of amplifiers. In conclusion, it may be repeated that Capt. Armstrong's
method is believed to constitute a dIstinct contribution to the radio
art and to present possibilities which should be ~remely useful for
both aerial and maritime navigation.
The SCR-76 is a two-way TPS set, including in one set box the
TPS buzzer SCR-71, which is a copy of the French parleur and the
two-stage low frequency amplifier SCR-72. Both the British and
French have now a tw(}-TPS set.
The design of the set was started in December, 1917, at the re. quest of Col. Gibbs. Tests of the first sample of the SCR-72 showed
it to be satisfactory. This work was referred to Capt. Webb, of
the division of research and inspection, who started the construction
of a model about December 15, 1917, in the laboratory at Boulevard
du Montparnasse. Owing to the fact that the building had just been
opened and practically no apparatus or tools were avaIlable the work
started very slowly. Lieut. Clough was put in direct charge of
constructing this model.
14iS!Y.)-1D-ID
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First tests of the completed model were made in the Forst de
Neudon, early in January, 1918, and were successful. In the latter
part of Janua~, Capt. (then LIeut.) J. H. Clough and Serg:t. C. C.
Graves took thIS model set to the Army Signal School at Langres,
where the set was p'ven a service test and fUQctioned satisfactorily.
The model set WIth the report thereon was sent back to the United
States by Lieut. Howk early in February with the request that it be
copied immediately and put into :production as soon as approved.
Owing to the difficulty in constructmg models in the laboratory, the
exact details of the set box were not worked out. but the improvements and changes desired were pointed out in the report. It was
especially required that' the set be waterproof and very rugged.
The two-waJ' earth telegraphy set, kn.own as the SCR-76, was designed in the United States by the engineers of the Western Electric
Co., in accordance with this request, and several models of the set
were sent to France in care of Capt. Cameron, arriving about June
1. These sets were given laboratory and field tests and found very
satisfactory as regards operation. They were criticised, however,
because of their weight, which was about 38 pounds. This ~cessive
weight was due mainly to the fact that the specifications as understood in the United States were for a set so waterproof that it could
be submerged for five minutes at a depth of 5 feet without having
any water enter. This excessive ~uirement was due to a misinterpretation of the report of Mr. ColpItts and Maj. Buckley, sent back
in January, which called attention to the need for a certain degree
of waterproofing in trench sets.
Work on the production of these sets, with sli¥.ht modifications
suggested by Capt. Webb, who arrived in the Umted States about
the 1st nf June, was started earl! in June. Approval of the new design was given by the American Expeditionary Forces in July. The
first 1,000 should have been ready for sen'ice early in the fall of 1918.
In order to cut down the weIght and eliminate certain other objectionable features, Capt. Webb asked that a new design be started
in the United States. The SCR-76A was therefore started at Little
Silver about July 1. This SCR-76A set C&Iltained many improvements over the SOR-76, especially as regards the weight, which was
reduced to about 28 pounds. Approval for adopting this design in
place of the SCR-76.as soon as chan~ could be made without delaying production was cabled to the Umted States late in September. .
The section began the design and construction of a mobile telegraph office in April, 1918. This office was installed in a la.rge automobile trailer and contained equipment for six operators and a message file clerk. Terminal facilitie.c; were provided for a total of 10
telegraph lines and the apparatus was arranged so that in case of
necessity a total of 9 operators could be provided for. The apparatus
included one Morse duplex set and one single-line repeater set.
A large force of officers and men was employed on this W()l'k and
the office was ready for use by July 20. On August 2 it was placed
in service at the headquarters of the First Army, and by the following day was handling the full telegraph business of the headquarters with 5 operators and 8 lines working. Durin¥. the next six days
an average of 40,000 words a day were handled WIthout any trouble.
A very similar assignment to the abovE' ,vas the design and construction of a mobile telephone office equipped with terminal facilDigitized by
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ities for 180 lines. This .office was desiWled to handle the telephone
business of an army headquarters. 'Vork on it was begun 10 the
latter part of August, 1918, and by putting the entire telephone and
telegraph forces on it, including Sundays and overtime, it was possIble to deliver this trailer on schedule at the First Army head1fuarters on September 19. The office provided for four operators'
positions and contained complete ringing and testing equipment of
the latest type.
'
This office proving satisfactory- in service, it was decided to draw
up complete specifications for both trailer and equipment' and to
proceed with the manufacture in France of two more offices of
this type. These specifications can be found in the records of this
clivision.
The development work of the section covered not only intricate
apparatus of a highly specialized nature, but included also several
pieces of simple but very practical equipment. One of these was
the trench reel carrier developed by Capt. Cannon. This carrier'
was designed to carry the standard French and American field wire
reels. It was intended to replace the French Brouette Derouleuse.
which, though suitable for many purposes, was not entirely adapted
to trench use.
After a preliminary model had
approved, a preliminary lot
f)f 200 of these carriers was manufactured in France, and were distributed to front-line organizations as rapidly as they were constructed.
!
Another novel piece of apparatus developed by the Research Section was the shell-fire wire clip. This clip was designed to faciltate the rapid and effective splicing of all types of field wire without
the necessity of removing the insulation. It consists of a metal plate
studded with sharp points arranged so that when the two ends of
the plate are squeezed together over the wire to be spliced, the points
pierce the insulation and make permanent contact between the wires.
Th~ first trials with this type of clip proved successful j the model
shop of the division therefore prepared 2,500 of these clips for extended field tests. The clips nave proved themselves highly satisfactory in :principle and fUrther development is only necessary in
order to decIde on the most practicable form in which to manufacture
them. It is believed that this clip will form an addition of permanent value to the line installation equipment of the Army.
Among the many other pieces of telephone equipment developed by
this section the following are the ones of principal interest. A model
of the redesigned camp telephone switchboard was received from the
United States and was thoroughly examined by Capt. Cannon, who
approved it for immediate use. A model camp switclrboard was,
however, prepared by him showing how this board could be made very
much lignter and more convenient to use without in any way m&king
it less serviceable or less rugged. This model, with full reports
thereon, was- forwarded to the Chief Signal Officer of the Army,
Wnshington, D. C.
Anotlier piece of practical development wQrk was the design of an
improved model of the four-line monocord switchboard, so generally
used throughout the western front. In the standard French desi~ of
this board the cords, both o}>t'rator's and extension, were rather difficult to replace in the field. The units also were provided with fuses
which were of very doubtful utility owing to their high blowing point

been
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and the slight electrical'risk to which these boards are exposed in
practice. Both of these defects were remedied in the board designed
by this section t and in addition the apparatus was made more compact
by mounting the units directly in a. carrying case instead of having a
I16pa.rate carrying case, as in the French bow.
As a temporary measure, in order to simplify the existing boards of
the French type, until the new model could be put in production, it
was arranged to make the first two of these changes on all boards and
units in stock. This section J.>repared deta.ils and specifications covering these changes. For use m conjunction with the above monocord
switchboard thiS section developed a small but robust operator's set.
A direct reading combination test set for field use enahling the
operator to test the insulatioll and conductivity of field lines was
designed by the telephone and telegraph section. Models of this set
were made by the division and were taKen for trial to the front, where
they received favorable comment from the signal officers.
The Sagar Hi-wire device to facilitate the installation of field
lines on trees, poles, or buildings was designed and made by this
section. This device consists of a combination hammer and hook
mounted on a light bamboo pole. The hammer is designed to hold
a special wire hook, and this' hook can be driven into the tree at a
height of say 15 feet from the ground and the wire suspended on it
in one operation without the necessity of climbing the tree. This
device has given satisfactory results in field use as an aid to the
rapid installation of lines, Its development should be continUed so
as to provide for the insulation of the special wire hook.
MaJ. Buckley, officer in charge of the section, was a member of
the American Expeditionary Forces board on signal and engineer
equipment for antiaircraft service, and in this connection he assisted in the preparation of Signal Corps equipment tables for this
service. Among the appara.tus studied for this special work was a
compact and rugged antiaircraft telephone set weighing only 9
pounds. Such a set was designed and constructed by the diviston,
and the te$s on it proving satisfactory, orders were placed with a
local manufacturer for 500 sets based on this model.
At the request of the Corps of Engineers this division investigated
the problems connected WIth the . location of enemy airplanes by
sound and the application of this method to the pointin,g of searchlights used in antIaircraft work. In this work the divislon obtained
the services of First Lieut. Roy W. Chesnut, who had been working
during the summer of 1917 as a civilian in Paris on this research
problem with a number of French scientists under the French minIstry of inventions. When Lieut. Chesnut was commissioned he was
assigned to duty with the Division of Research and I~ection,
Signal Corps, wbich was at that time the only fully ~uipPed research unit in the American Expeditiona.ry Forces. He continued
his work at the Sorbonne with the French scientists under Commandant Perrin, who during the period between November. 1917,
and April, 1918, developec! the Perrin telesitemeter and did some
experimental work on the Bougier Lissajous figure apparatus.
Ait:plane sound. direction fi!1din~ was definitely assigned as a
functIOn of the SIgnal CoI'J?s In February, 1918, and continued so
until November, 1918, when It was officially transferred to the Corps
of Engineers.
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Lieut. Col. Shreeve and Lieut. Chesnut went ~ England in
March, 1918, to establish liaison with the British scientists engaged
on similar work and to obtain complete information on the mO:,t
recent English developments in sound ranging apparatus. On the~r
return to Paris it was determined to carry out extensive experlmental work on all existin~ types of sound ranging apparatus,
French, British, and Amencan. In order to carry out thIS work
samples of apparatus were obtained directly from the British Government, and further samples were constructed by the division in
its model shop from BritIsh desi~. Permission was grant~d .by
Col. Pierart and Commandant Perrm, of the French CommIssIOn
d'Ecoute d'Avions, to use their apparatus and the telesitemeter at
St. Cyr, near Paris. PerIIli$ion was also obtained to use the Bailaud paraboloids at Gonese, near Armouville. In this manner the
divislOn was able to make comparative experiments on a more extensive scale than had ever previously been done.
Owing to the German drives in March and April, it was extremely difficult to obtain the necessary personnel. Howeve.:, two
additional officers and five men were gradually obtained and trained
in the use of the various apparatus. In June work was begun at st.
Cvr by collaborating with the French section d'experience d'ecoute
d"avion, under the leadership of Lieut. Gosse. At this station comparative tests were made on the Perrin telesitemeter, the English
horns and the Bailaud paraboloid. The sound direction finding section moved in July to Gonese, north of Paris, where the men' obtained thorough training in the use of the British listening apparatus.
The group left for the Amiens front on August 9, 1918. with two
sets of British 18-inch horns, to join Company C of the Fifty-Sixth
United States Searchlight Engineers. Company C WIlS attached to
the First French Army and was operating 13 searchlights and our
Bailaud paraboloids in the defenses about Amiens.
The comparison of the paraboloid and the British apparatus m
actual application to antiaircraft searchlight work was continued
under fighting conditions until October. Many difficulties arose
because of the continued and rapid retreat of the enemy. Transportation was lacking, experimental apparatus was difficult· to set up
and adjust, and airplanes came at Irregular and unexpected times.
However, conclusive results were obtained on which the equipment
necessary for antiaircraft work could be based.
While the work in the field was being carried on Lieut. P. H. Dike
replaced Lieut. Chesnut in the experimental worJi at the Sorbonne.
While there he assisted in the development of the Bougier apparatus
in which, for the first time, optical methods are used for pointing
the direction-finding apparatus toward enemy planes. Durhlg this
time Lieut. Lee supervised the manufacture in Paris of 30 listening
sets of the British type to be used as emergency apparatus by theUnited States Corps of Engineers.
From the time the group returned to Paris until the middle of
December, 1918, the experimental and manufacturing work connect.ed with this problem was completed, and the 30 sets of apparatus
and complete specifications and reports were turned over to the Corps
of Engineers in accordance with official orders from the War Department, Washington. This division, and Lieut. Chesnut in parDigitized by
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ticular, have been highly commended for the thorough manner in
which" the problem was handled.
Among the general problems treated by the division of research
and inspection is to be classed the ordnance work on the Chilowsky
shell, carried on in the French laboratories. Lieut. Sewall, who represented the division in this work, was, at the time of his being commissioned, an assistant in the laboratory of Prof. Perrin at the Sorbonne in Paris, where numerous problems concerning the national
defense were being investigated. After being commissioned in the
Signal Corps; Lieut. Sewall was directed to report to the officer in
charge division of research and inspection, for reassignment to his
former duties.
It developed that Lieut. Sewall's work was mainly of a nature to
interest the Ordnance De~ment and such information as from
time to time was made available was turned over to that department
for its consideration. The work consisted of experiments with a view
to increasing the range of field guns by the application of what is
known as the Chilowski process to the shells. The essence of the invention consisted in providing in front of the shell a flame of source
of great heat, so that the air throug!t which the shell traveled was
reduced in densit.y- for its passage. The idea, which seemed at first
entirely too imagmative for practical consideration was very early
proved to have a foundation of truth, and experiments were carried
01). under the French Government which led up to a demonstration
on the proving grounds of the vJidity of the principle in January,
1918. The results of this demonstration gave an increase of 25 per
cent in range for a number of experimental 75-mm. shells fired at a
21)0 angle.
These results of January, 1918, were of so much promise that an
immediate effort was made to bring them to the attention of the
proper American authorities, and COpIes of reports of these tests were
transmitted through the chief signal officer, American Expeditionary
Forces, to the chief ordnance officer, American Expeditionary Forces,
and to the chief of staff, American Expeditionary Forces, who later
carried them back to the United States. Pursuant to a req.uest from
the French workers, the Signal Corps then offt>red the servlCes of another officer, Lieut. Carpenter, a chemist, who started work about the
1st of February. It was realized that the Signal Corps propt>r could
receive no benefit from the services of these officers, but in vie'W of
the undoubted interest of "the experiments and the importance of
keeping the work under way it was thought best to keep tnese officers
on this assignment until such tithe as the proper department could
relieve them and take over the work for the American Army.
The work in itself consisted of experimental physical and chemical
research with a view to obtaining the pro~r combustible to produce
the flame and to determining its {>roper utilization. It involved considerable experimenting in a hIgh velocity air current in which
various new principles and hitherto little known phenomena were
encountered. The Signal Corps was fortunate in bemg in touch with
French scientists of great experimental ability, and a.lthoutth the
fields investigated were for the most part entirely new to SCientific
research, results of great promise were obtained. Throughout the
sprin~ and summer of 1918 the work was continued, Lieut. Sewall
working with the French on the problem, but owing to its complexity
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and the decided shortage of personnel and material means available
at this time, progress was not fast enough to enable a practical appli.cation of the idea in American ordnance.
The principle was demonstrated, and it was not only proved that
the flame preceding the shell operated to reduce the air resistance to
its flight but indication was obtained that the flame increased the
stability of the shell, even to the point of rendering shells stable which
would ordinarily have tumbled in flight. At the time of Lieut.
Sewall's return to this division on October 1 the results actually obtained were not sufficient to justify an attempt at building a shell for
field service. It was still thought, however, by both French and
American experimenters, that further investigation was worth while.
After the Signal Corps' efforts to call the attention of the Ordnance Department to thiS work, the artillery ammunition section of
that deJ?artment became interested, and in July and August sent officers to mvestigate this new and unheard-of invention, and arrangement was finally concluded b'y which the Ordnance was.to take over
the active participation in thiS work, thereby relieving Lieut. Sewall.
A captain was sent to Paris to familiarize himself with the details
of the experimental study and to collect all useful information with
a view to taking it back to the United States, where he was to assist
in starting experimental work under American auspices. It was thus
hoped by all concerned to put resources on the problem adequate to
produce quick results. All information in the possession of the
division of research and inspection was compiled in a report for
transmittal to the Ordnance Department and turned over to them in
October, 1918. But the Ordnance captain who was intended to take
an active part in this work was taken ill and invalided home before
the information could be compiled, and was thus cut off from further
connection with this work.
One of the cases where the division was able to render assistance
to other branches of the service along lines not directly connected
with Signal Corps funct\ons was the development of the gun-sight
lighting device. This device intended for illuminating the cross lines
on the coli meter of the 75 mm. field gun and the 150 mm. howitzer
was designated by Lieut. Col. (then Maj.) Shreeve, for the Ordnance
Department, in response to a request from the signal officer of the
First Division, transmitted through the office of the Chief Signal
Officer for a device which col,lld immediately be produced to assist
the Field Artillery officers in laying their ~uns for night shooting.
Since the speed of development of this device is rather unusual in
regard to the short time which ela,Psed before the complete model
was produced, the following steps m the development are given in
chronological order:
Feb. 8. Telephone request from the oftke of the chlet signal officer for
Maj. Shreeve to pl'O<'ure some miniature llghts and to visit
the headquarters 01 the First Army to 8E!C If some device
could be produced which would Improve the sighting of the
gun for night !'hooting.
9. Maj. Shreeve left for the headquarters of the First Division
with a collection of miniature llghts, switches, wire, etc.
10. Maj. Shreeve worked with the battery and studied the problem to find eXIl('tly what was wanted and under what conditions the llghtlng attachment would have to function.
10. Maj. Shreeve constructed a rough model In n cellar back of the
llnes, using a tin can, blow torch, and a pair of shears.
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Feb. 11. Experiments made on a gun during a shoot and the operation of
the device veritled. Maj. Shreeve returned to Paris the same
evenIng.
18. Factory-made sample of the lighting attachment tlnIshed and
was sent by special courier to the battery for test.
15. Tbe Idea developed to Include a self-eootalned unit comprising
batter It'S, swltches, spt'Clal refl~tors for' the Ughts, rough
sketches made and a source of supply for the varIous articles
obtaIned.
Mar. 2. Complete model of the battery box, etc., completed and sent to
the battery, through general headquarters, for verltlcatlon.

Following the trial of this equipment, orders were placed by' the
Ordnance Corps with local mRnufacturers for sufficient of the completed outfits to equip 12 divisions. Owing to the success of the
device orders were subsequentlv placed for 36 more divisions, making in all a total of 48 divisions.
During the sub8e9,uent fighting around Montdidier the device was
found to be so effective that one of the Artillery officers was directed
to visit Paris for the purpose of obtaining and taking back to Montdidier by motor transportation not only all of the completed devices
which were available, but also any uncompleted parts which were
available and could be pressed into service. In view of the urgency
of this request a considerable amount of equipment, both complete
and incomplete, was obtained from manufacturers, and on special
permission from the chief si~al officer was dispatched to the headquarters of the First DiviSlon by motor transportation belonging
to the Division of Research and ~tion.
.
In order to facilitate the productIon and shipment of this equipment, the division of research and inspection undertook not only the
supervision of the construction for the first order for 12 divisions
but also the production of specifications and the inspection of the
completed outfits.
The appointment of Maj. (later Lieut. Col.) Shreeve of the division of research and inspection to the Interallied Board of Inventions
was only one of the points of contact with other technical bodies
developed by the chief signal officer, American Ex~ditionary Forces,
in an attempt to obtain for the American Expeditionary Forces the
greatest benefit in the matter of technical assistance in the various
problems whiah had to be solved. Membership on the board was
partiCUlarly useful in givinS members of the American Expeditionary Forces direct contact With other technical bodies, thus enabling
them to obtain information and constituting a definite channel
through which inventors of the various allied Governments could
submit their ideas for proper action.
The comite interaflie des inventions was formed under the French
ministere de l'armament et de fabrication de ~erre and administered
under the direct control of the sous-secretanst des inventions. The
function of the board was to keep the technical services of the various
Governments informed of the new inventions found interesting and
adopted by each allied country, with the idea that some of these
might be found of use to the other allied Governments.
The chairman of the board was Monsieur Buisson (French), and
the board included representatives of the French, Belgian, British~
and American Governments. Two meetings of the board were held
each month, generally on the Tuesdays of the second and third weeks
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of the month. The meeting place was 23-bis Rue de l'Universite.
At these meetings the French secretary of the committee communicated to the allied delegates notes on the inventions submitted during
the previous month to the French comite supericure des inventions.
The notes so transmitted referred to inventions which the committee
had considered and recommended as worthy of further investigation.
Each of the delegates was supposed to communicate to the board
information in regard to inventions which had been adopted by their
respective Governments, which it was believed the other Allies could
profit by, such communication being with the permission of the respective Governments.
During the time the Signal COrps was represented on the Interallied Board of Inventions 42 devices and ideas were submitted for
discussion. Although a very few of these were of practical interest
to the Signal Corps, very many of tht'm were of, decided interest to
other branches of the service, such as the Ordnance, Aviation, Engineers, and Medical Corps. In cases of this kind, copies of the literature, description of the tests, etc., were transmitted direct to the head
of the service interested. During the membership of Lieut. Col.
Shreeve on the board 25 inventions or information in regard to them
were so transmitted. The devices reported UpOll included various
inventions for use on airplanes, photographic apparatus, parachutes,
airplane guns, training devices for pilots, new types of gun with antirecoil devices, message-carrying projectiles, special projectiles for
cutting wire, balloon attachments for automatically dropping propaganda leaflets, bomb-throwing devices" delayed-action fuses, gas,
masks, brickmaking devices for use in the devastated regions, chemical mixtures for use in explosive engines, printing telegraphs, steroscopic devices for examinmg airplane photograpns, sighting devices
for rifle grenades"compasses, direction-indicating devlces for use in
trenches, pumps, etc.
In a great many cases inventors were interviewed, their devices
examined, and if these appeared to have no p.\rticular intt'rest to
the American Expeditionary Forces the inventor was so informed.
The need for a machine shop in connection with the research section of the division was foreseen when the division was organized
and orders were placed in the United States for the necessary equipment. However, at the time these orders were placed it was practically impossible to obtain deliveries of machine tools, gauges, etc., in
less than six months, and as a result this equipment was the last
property of the division to reach France.
As soon as the research work of the division was commenced it
was found that personnel and equipment was urgently needed for the
manufacture of experimental pieces of apparatus and of complete
models. With such tools as were available a model shop of the division was started in a small way about the middle of December, 1917.
It was with the greatest difficulty that special small {>arts were made
for the various pieces of apparatus, as the only machmery we had up
to the middle of March w!1S one small hand-drill press and a small
bench lathe which was turned by hand power. The only other equipment consisted of a few small tools of French make, and -these were
used. until-March, 1918, when the machine tools from the United
States began to arrive. Model making was begun with two enlisted
men and up until the middle of March a number of models were made
under very difficult conditions because materials such as lumber,
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brads, screws, and other small parts had to be obtained from French
factories and shops. This was a difficult matter, due to the restrictions imposed by the French Government.
During the spring of 1918 the amount of work increased to such
a degree that it became necessary to move to a separate building.
About the middle of March tools and machinel7. were received from
America which were installed in a small building adjoining the
laboratory. For about two months a small bench lathe and a drill
press, both motor driven, were the only machines available; however with the aid of the American tools which had been received
all the model work required by this laboratory was manufactured in
a very satisfactory manner. Amongst others a number of amplifier
nets were built and sent out to the Army for service.
The bulk of the machinery ordered in America for the model
shop arrived during the month of May and was installed in tbe
shop as rapidly as it was received. The amount of work at this
time was such that at various times a force of 10 men was required
to work nights and Sundays to get special apparatus out in time
for field tests. An addition was made to the building and completed about August 10, makin~ a total floor space of about 1,500
square feet. In addition to thlS iface, the blacksmith work and
woodcutting was done under a sma tent, thereby keeping the sawdust and dirt out of the shop and saving co~iderable floor space.
At the time this addition to the shop was finished the Germans
were very close to Paris and a number of machines which had not
been unpacked were shipped away, so that, in case evacuation was
necessary, those partiCUlar machines would not be a hindrance in
getting the other machinery out. After the danger had passed they
were sent back and installed about the last of September, by which
time the force had been increased to 15 men, all of whom were firstclass mechanics or woodworkers.
Up to the time of the armistice more than 300 special pieces of
apparatus and models were made. In several cases production of
a number of pieces of a certain apparatus was made where this
was necessary to successfully carry out experimental work. In a
great many cases apparatus was made from rough pencil sketches
furnished by the officers requiring apparatus.
Some of the large assignments ~arried out by this model shop
included the special fitting and installation of apparatus in the
telephone and telegraph trailers, the manufacture of all condensers
and the variometers for spark and tanks sets, building of special
transformers, finished models of amplifiers loops and telephone
camp switchboard apparatus. A great many small parts which
would ordinarily be bou~ht ready-made by the shop had to be
made due to the impossibIlity of obtaining standard electrical and
hardware parts.
The following is a list of some of the more important developments
in the American Expeditionary Forces of Signal Corps eqlliJ;>ment..
The first 12 of these improvements are described in detail m the
chapter on the research section of the division of research and ins{>ection, which section was responsible fol' the developments in questIon.
The remaining 10 cases, which are largely the work of members of
the engineering division, form the subject of this chapter: .
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1. Tank radio set.
2. Two-watt radio loop set.
S. Llstenlng·station equIpment.
4. Hlgh·frequency ampllfier.
5. Two-way T. P. S. set.
6. Mobile telephone and telegraph oftices.
7. Trench wire-reel carrier.
S. Shell·fire wire clip.
•
9. Camp switchboard.
10. Monocord switchboard.
11. Sagar Bl·w1re attacblq device.
12. Oun-ldgbt lIgbtlng device.
lB. Modlflcation of Signal Corps artillery telephone sets.
14. Improvement of Signal Corps camp telephones.
15. Telephone sets for artlllery fire con\rol.
16. Telephone sets for balloon service.
17. New type field telephone set.
18. Buzzerphon8 set.
19. Field duplex telegraph set.
20. Adaptations of commercial telephone switchboard for American Expeditionary Foree service.
21. Circuit design for loq-distance service.
22. Design of circuits for long underground cables.

A commercial telephone known as the 1375-B telephone set was
BJ)ecified. by tables of unit equipment for artillery service. This set,
which was designed for railway service, was equil?ped with a hand
telephone employing a l?ush button to close the receIver as well as the
transmitter cll'Cuit. Th.IS feature made it necessary to hold the button
circuit closed while listening, th.U8 draining the mmiature bat~ and
rendering service uncertain in case the button was not suffiCIently
depressed. The difficulty experienced in the field with this set was
in A:pril, 1918, called to the attention of Gen. Russel, who directed
that Immediate steps be taken to improve the set.·
/
A modification which could be readily applied to the existing sets
was devised by Capt. F. J. Clarke and instructions with sample sets
were dispatched to both supply points and to the signal officers of
the field within two days of the time the matter was brought up. This
modification provided for listening without operating the push button, so that continued listening could be had and the transmitter
battery was in use only when necessary to talk. Information and
drawings were immediate~ sent to Washington in April and instructions were issued by the Chief Signal Officer of the ATmy at Washington in May, 1918, for the change to be applied to all sets in production in the United States.
The camp telephone, model 1917, was frequently used for longcontinued periods of listening. When so used the battery was rap·
idly drained. For such use provision was made for attaching an
auxiliary: head receiver, connected so that the battery was not affected. This arrangement was developed by the equipment section
of the engineering division and is of general application wherever
the camp telephone is required for long-continued use. The head receiver may be carried within the standard carrying case.
Chan,:res to include detail features in the camp telephone set were
also worked out and submitted to Washington. These features included the improvement of the battery receptacle to enable the tungsten batteries to be readily inserted, and improvement in the mounting of the ringer magnets to prevent breakage. In February, 1918,
the necessity of substituting a moisture-proof transmitter capsule in
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the hand set was presented to Washington by cablegram which recommended a commercial type of capsule to supersede the type then
furnished. This feature was of considerable importance, as the use
of the hand set under the wet conditions experienced in France
... .
caused rapid failure of the transmitters.
Considerable development work was done by the engineering dIVI~ion on the design of sets for antiaircraft artillery fire control. This
work was oeordinated with the work on the design of a field telephone, with the view of producing a set suited for general field use.
At the time of the signing of the armistice, definite decisions as to
the future type of field telephone sets had not been reached. This
work should be continued, as it is especially important that a suitable design be adopted to eliminate the use of numerous types for
specialized purposes.
The balloon section of the Air Service was :provided with a number of SCR-57 sets for balloon-to-ground servlfe. These sets, being
designed for interI?hone airplane service, could not be directly
adapted for the serVIce in view. As the sets were on hand and others
were not available, Col. Chandler requested the assistance of the engineering division in solving the problem for immediate service.
Capt. Clarke and Lieut. Cram, of the engineering division, made extensive tests, and after 24 hours' continuous work produced a modification which could be ap'plied in the field for all of these sets.
The design of a head telephone set for such uses as balloon service,
operators' sets at busy field boards in dugouts, and for artillery fire
control was worked out by Capt. Clarke and Lieut. Cram, of the
engineering division. This desIgn provided for the use of standard
American head receivers and breast transmitters by utilizing attachments to exclude J10ise from the head receivers, and a transmitter
switch controlled by the mouthpiece of the standard breast transmitter. Sets of European design were purchased by the Signal Corps
for these purposes, but these sets had many faulty features which
could not be corrected without the complete redesign of the set. Further work along this line would be justified in order to develop 8.
standard type of set suited for continued telephone service under
conditions where the field set is not suited.
Considerable preliminary work on the design of a field telephone
set was done by the engineering division. The field sets developed
in the United States were experimented with, and recommendations
were made for the production of these sets in the United States. At
the time of the signing of the armistice this matter was not definitely
lined up. It will be profitable to continue the work along the line of
development of a standardized field set with a view to adopting a set
suited for general purposes by the addition of auxiliary features, thus
simplifying supply and maintenance conditions.
In 1917 Capt. Paddock, Signal Corps, in charge of field equipment
engineering at general headquarters, lldapted the Fuller phone of
the British Army for construction along lines suited for our use. In
conjunction with the Western Electric Co., Capt. Paddock developed
the buzzerphone, model P-1917, which was produced in the factory
of the Western Electric Co. at Paris.
Samples of the buzzerphone were furnished the United States and
development and improvements were taken up by the Western Eleetric Co. there, resulting in the production of a buzzerphone which was
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an improvement over the set manufactured in France. This set
was not ready for service at the signing of the armistice. The
"howler" recehin~ device was a distinct improvement over the
buzzer device prevIously used by the British and American forces.
Further improvement to make the internal insulation of the set more
satisfactory is necessary, and work on this line could be taken up to
advantage.
In September~ 1918, Gen. Russel presented the necessity of developing an improved t.elegraph set for field service, particularly from the
standpoint of battery supply. Capt. Clarke and Lieut. Hall, of the
epgineering division, took up the problem from the standpoint of
increased sensibility of receiving instruments. Capt. Fay later con. tinued the work, and a field duplex set was developed in October and
was manufactured at Gievres and furnished the field by the time
that the armistice Was signed.
This set was found faulty in respec.t to types of apparatus furnished, but the principle was shown to be sound and worthy of further
development of details.
Amo~ the first engineering problems prf.)Sented in the American'
ExpeditIonary Forces was the furnishing of high-grade telephone
and long-distance communication for th,e headquarters and branches
of the American Expeditionary Forces. As no switchboard equil?ment was received from the United Sijttes until late in February, It
was necessary to utilize French commercial apparatus. This apparatus required many modifications, as the French equipment is not
suited to the long-dIstance service or the speed of service which
Americans require.
The first important work along this line was the rebuilding and
enlarging of a four-position French switchboard provided at the line
of communications headquarters, Hotel Mediterranee, Parisl to a
seven-position full mUltiple switchboard with standard lamp SIgnals,
busy test and transmission features similar to those used in the United
States. The French mUltiple switchboard ~rovided at Chaumont
was also modified to eliminate varipus objectlOnable features. Considerable work was required in this connection, as apparatus was
difficult to secure, and many developments had to be worked out in
order to secure the desired results with the apparatus whi<;h was obtainable. The design and inst.allation of this work was carried out
by Capt. Clarke and Lieuts. O'Shaughnessey and Royen, of the
engineering division.
In December, 1917, an extensive network of long-distance circuits
had been lpased from the French Posts and Telegraph. In order to
provide satisfactory service considerable work was necessary requiring an intimate knowledge of the French methods and apparatus.. As
a result of line and apparatus improvements carried out through our
supervision a satisfactory grade of transmission was available in
1917 from general headquarters at Chaumont to Paris and the various
base ports.
Telephone repeater equipment 'from the United States was received
in April, 1918, and was immediately installed at Paris, Autun, and
at British general headquarters at Montreuil in May, 1918. These
repeaters provided a very high grade of transmission between general
headquarters and Paris and thence to the several base ports, while the
repeater at British general headquarters made possible satisfactory
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transmission to London for both the British and our own services
fr,?m our most distant points in France. Ten tele~hone repeater stations were established, the largest being at Briey, wlth seven repeaters.
The headquarters service at Chaumont Tours, and Pa.ris was enlarged greatly beyond the scope contempiated. when orders for telephone equipment were placed. As a result it was nec.essary to devise
many e~pedients such as switching trunks and long-distance cord circuits. The design and execution of this work was carried out by
Capt. F. J. Clarke, assisted by Lieuts. Cram and Marsters and Sergt.
Harper.
In conneetion with our Paris system, embracing at various times 10
different central offices, it was necessary to car;rY. out circuits through
undf.'r~ound cable for distances as high as 23 kIlometers. As French
facilities were inadequate to care for the numerous long lines brought
into Paris for our use, arrangements were made with the French to
place our own underground cables. These cables did not permit of
the use of derived telephone circuits, so that it was necessary for us to
balance these under~ound cables by means of a system developed in
the United States In recent years for long-distance cable circuits.
The French department of posts and telegraph w"'s not familiar with
these methods, and therefore it was necessary for the Engineering
Division to design testing equipment and to carry out the work of
balancing and reconnecting the circuits. This work was successfully
accomplished, to the surprIse of the French technical administration,
by Sergt. L. V. Tennant, under the direction of Capt. Clarke. Sergt.
Tennant's work was especially to be commended and was highly ap•
preciated by the French authorities.
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